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I am delighted that Quentin Grafton has chosen Food Security
to be the publication in which to report the papers presented at
an OECD meeting with the title ‘Feeding 9 billion by 2050:
challenges and opportunities’. I shall let Quentin’s introducto-
ry chapter ‘Towards Food Security by 2050’ speak for these
papers. However, sharp-eyed readers will notice that one pa-
per does not bear the acknowledgement of funding from the
OECD. This is the one by Jacques Avelino and co-authors,
‘The coffee rust crises in Colombia and Central America
(2008–2013): impacts, probable causes and proposed solu-
tions’. The decision to include this paper was made because,
although there are papers dealing with the genomics of plants,
the environmental constraints in which they grow - physical
and economic – and the sustainability of producing more to
match population growth, there seemed to me to be scope for
inclusion of a paper pointing out one of the biological diffi-
culties in growing plants. Plants are what we eat, even if indi-
rectly via animal products; and plant diseases, I suggest, are
the elephant in the room. Losses can be enormous, stochastic
and, unfortunately, difficult to control and to quantify. As a
result, we too often have the converse of the phrase, ‘what gets
measured, gets done1’ and a situation succinctly described by

Barling and Duncan (this volume) as ‘no raw material no
profit’. In too many cases, this can be paraphrased as, ‘no
raw material no food’. I was therefore very pleased that
Quentin agreed to make the coffee rust paper part of this issue,
despite the crop being grown for cash rather than food. In
Central America more than 2 million people are dependent
for their livelihoods on coffee and face possible ruination ow-
ing to a coffee rust, which destroyed the coffee industry in
Ceylon (present day Sri Lanka) in the latter half of the 19th
Century - so, worse than ‘no rawmaterial no profit’, rather ‘no
raw material no livelihood’. More parochially, plant disease
has a particular resonance with this journal as it is jointly
owned by the publisher, Springer, and the International Soci-
ety of Plant Pathology.

Note

1. Report of the DuPont 2020 Food Security Goals http://
foodsecurity.dupont.com/2013/10/16/progress-on-
dupont-2020-food-security-goals-announced/
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